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In social and cultural affairs there seemed to be some major differences between
those peoples who became dominantly villagers and those who became dominantly
pastoralists. In the neolithic villages the women became more important than they
were in the hunting or fishing societies. Women wielded the hoe in field or garden;
they made pottery for the storing and cooking of cereal foods; and they spun and
wove textiles. No wonder that matrilineal relationships dominated the kinship patterns
of many neolithic societies, that fertility rites became common, and that mother
goddesses dominated the religious and ritual scenes. A close connection between the
fertility of earth, so important for the production of food from the land, and the
fertility of woman, so important for the production of human offspring, was too
obvious to be missed. The village with its enclosures, its stress on stability, security,
and fecundity gave women and children a higher priority than they had had in the
hunting and gathering ways of life. Village life must have been less adventuresome and
less exciting than the hunting life, but the human family evidently came to prefer it.
Informal education in the villages surely took its cues from the household arts and
crafts. The need to measure lands, reckon accurately the best time for planting,
cultivating, and reaping crops led to a stress upon measurement and calculation that
eventually found iis way into the intellectual concerns and formal education of urban
civili/ation.
In contrast, the dominantly pastoral societies required a kind of social discipline,
a physical prowess more suitable to the male, and a style of life that depended on
scouting, exploring, possibly attacking, and surely defending against the predators,
animal or human, who would threaten the Hock or herd. Thus pastoral societies
seemed to stress the patrilincal side of kinship relationships and to stress the need for
unquestioning obedience to the chieftain. The gods of the nornad on the open steppe
were more likely to be male gods. The education of the pastoralist youth was likely to
stress the active concerns of the moving herds, the social obligation of being a loyal
member of the team in lime of danger or crisis, the prowess of riding and searching,
the physical dexterity connected with the life cycle of animals and seasons, rather than
the requirements of a more closely contained and settled, if not more secure,
community life.
Education in Folk Societies
As we try to sum up the general characteristics of folk society and folk education,
what shall wo say? First of all, it is the kind of society in which all men lived for more
than 99 percent of the time mankind has inhabited planet Earth. It is the kind of
society in which most men lived for much of the time even after the first civilization
appeared. And it is the kind of society in which a few still live today. Beyond these
facts, each observer of a folk society will tend to emphasize what his background,
training, and interests lead him to see. It is generally agreed, however, that folk
societies were intimate groups of people organi/ed either in roving bands or in small
settlements; they were relatively isolated from contact with other groups; they
displayed unspecialr/ed and undilTerentiated social institutions based largely upon the
pervasive web of tribal, clan, family, and kinship relationships; and they generally

